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Abstract 

The classic method of coercive force is applied to extend engineering diagnostics of metal structures and 

equipment with practical quantitative and qualitative control of fatigue and stress state, including a forecasting of 

residual service life. Natural physical efficiency of coercive force as the information parameter is thus supported 

by equally effective methods and instrumentation. In assessing the state of metal structures and buildings, 

especially large-size ones, both in whole, and in each local area with concentration of operational factors, this 

approach seems to be the most well-founded. 
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1. The metal in any structure, facility or equipment while in service steadily degrades, 

coming gradually to an inoperable state. The most common mechanism of such degradation – 

is a fatigue, in which the metal passes from an initial "good" to a final "bad" state, because of 

the fact that in it, under the influence of all operational factors, the irreversible changes arise, 

develop and accumulate being mainly represented by microdamages that weaken it. At the 

final stage of development and accumulation of fatigue these microdamages merge, enlarge 

and reach a macro-level. It's only beginning from this stage they already become able to be 

detected by non-destructive testing methods qualifying such defects as fatigue cracks. They 

are a natural consequence and final, often very short stage preceding the accumulated fatigue 

as basic mechanism of operational degradation of metal. It is already followed by the 

destruction – local or general. In that case, defectiveness is not an indispensable condition of 

destruction. It quite often happens in defect-free metal, which certainly is under extreme 

fatigue. Owing to a predominating role of fatigue in the operational degradation, and also to a 

secondariness of defectiveness in relation to fatigue, it is obvious that estimation of current 

and future performances should also be based on knowledge of level of accumulated fatigue 

and degree of its proximity to a ultimate state of the destruction beginning. In well-designed, 

constructed and properly maintained product the fatigue cracks do not have time to appear 

within a service life. However, more often, due to subjective reasons, they can be formed at 

any stage of operation. Therefore, experts of technical supervision and examination over the 

entire lifetime are watching the current state and ability to work safely. But in their 

conclusions they traditionally are guided only by defectiveness of metal. Here again, it is easy 

to see that this is quite insufficient for reception of well-founded conclusions about the 

working capacity which major factor is fatigue accumulation. It cannot be appraised through 

defectiveness which is only a consequence of fatigue, its fragmental manifestation on the 

most final and short-term phase, being not at all mandatory to destroy metal. Defectiveness is 

not an independent process in fatigue degradation and cannot be an independent and unique or 

basic source of the sufficient information for estimating a working capacity. An estimation of 

current working capacity of local metal and whole object under control, and also the forecast 

of further safety, i.e. residual service life – constitute the content of technical diagnostics, TD. 

These evaluation and forecasting – are always the result of solving multiparameter problem. 

The more diverse is information about the Object Under Test (OUT) and the higher is level of 

understanding the processes in the metal in the analysis of information, the better are 

diagnostics, i.e. more reliable is estimation of the current state and more accurate is 
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forecasting of residual service life. Definition of notion "technical diagnostics" in all its 

variants is based on information about the degradation of the metal and on methods of 

analysing this process. In the most ordinary understanding, degradation – is a fatigue and 

completing it defectiveness. However, modern TD has no data on metal fatigue in its 

information basis, and relies only on the information on its defectiveness. Therefore, by its 

content this TD is nothing more than a flaw detection with some enhancement in potential of 

analytical basis. It is obvious that the results of diagnosis relying only on flaw detection and 

without regard to fatigue, as basic process of metal degradation in the course of its operation 

and as original causes of its operational defectiveness, cannot be authentic. Today, in an effort 

to improve the accuracy of diagnosis and without having the fatigue information, the expert 

community increases the volumes of non-destructive testing, making it more total, technically 

more sophisticated and cost-intensive. But, due to the fact that the defectiveness – is a 

derivative of fatigue and a small part of the overall degradation, information efficiency of 

such defectoscopic totalitarianism is not comparable with the cost of it. Incompleteness of 

information basis of diagnostics thus is not compensated. This approach is rather imitative, 

than really effective, but very favourable to manufacturers of the non-destructive testing 

equipment and accessories to it. 

2. Defectiveness without regard to fatigue does not allow to correctly identify the causes 

of cracks, to choose repair options adequate to these causes (welding, strengthening, replacing 

of metal). Thereupon it is impossible to assess also necessity and expediency of changes in a 

mode of loading the Object Under Test, as a reaction to the defectiveness. Doing an emphasis 

on defectiveness in the TD at a modern level of knowledge – it is a passive ascertaining of 

consequences instead of active focus on the search for the causes and their pre-emption. At 

certain coincidence of operating conditions (factors) an occurrence of cracks leads to 

avalanche destruction of the metal which does not have time to "survive" till a next planned 

flaw detection. With using a Fatigue Monitoring it is possible to reliably forestall this 

situation. 

It is obvious that the improvement of technical diagnostics is necessary and perhaps not 

through the increase in flaw detection, but at least through addition of fatigue control. And as 

the maximum – reformatting the priorities in the information basis TD based on the 

understanding that the defectiveness – it is only a consequence, manifestation of a more 

general physical development and accumulation of fatigue changes in the metal. Reformatting 

is running not on the principle of volition, but on the cause-and-effect principle, on the basis 

of objective physical knowledge that defectiveness – it is only a consequence of fatigue. In 

any phenomenon the wrong structuring of cause-and-effect relations distorts its correct 

understanding. Technical diagnostics cannot be an exception here. If defectiveness – is a 

consequence of fatigue, then flaw detection separately taken from the fatigue and resultant 

diagnostics relied just upon such a flaw detection may not be effective in their conclusions 

regarding the current and future working capacity. Today, when technical diagnostics is 

inherently a flaw detection, accident rate is not reduced, or reduced incompatibly to flaw 

detection cost which has become the most costly item of a diagnostic kit. The additional 

strength margins put in the equipment by such reasons (without taking into account aspects of 

fatigue), unreasonably make it heavier and more costly. This is an extensive way of 

development in which less significant result is always obtained with respect to the costs of 

achieving it. 

The simple engineering logic, causal principle of understanding of degradation shows 

thus that, even the habitual task of detecting the fatigue cracks have a more logic solution 

using physical methods, that why more effective and more cheap through a monitoring of 

metal fatigue. Operational defectiveness – is a manifestation of fatigue at the final stage of its 

development. Therefore, for an estimation of current and future working capacity a tracking 



of fatigue as a physically more general phenomenon is more effective. If level of accumulated 

weariness still is insufficient for formation of macrocracks then such a state is well defined by 

fatigue control first of all. Fatigue information shows where and when fatigue cracks will 

appear, if they do not exist at the time of control. The dimensions of zones of concentration of 

fatigue changes considerably exceed the sizes of the cracks arising in them. Location of such 

zones-concentrators is not accidental, but strictly predetermined by a logic of loading of a 

structure. Therefore, the probability of detecting these areas of the accelerated degradation 

while in service is almost one hundred percent. With the effective implementation of the 

method of fatigue control this probability depends a bit on the initial qualification of the 

primary expert staff. 

All aforesaid, and at first sight, unattainable on concentration and efficiency level, a 

content of the presumable ideal NDT-method for fatigue control, nevertheless, is already 

realised by us in all completeness by means of simple and effective control of a fatigue state 

of metal on measurements of one of its basic magnetic characteristics – coercive force. The 

coercive force method (CFM) is used in magnetic measurements more than hundred years. 

For the tasks of fatigue NDT (NDFT) we used it for about 30 years. As it is represented from 

our experience, today it is the most effective choice for implementation of universal NDFT at 

practical level for ferromagnetic steels. All NDT-methods from their official set are on their 

physical essence a flaw detection – completely or nearly so completely. The CFM is not 

presented by separate line in the such set, substantially being an item of a magnetic method 

variety, similar, for example, to a method constructed on effect of Barkhausen. By its age, 

CFM is older than most of basic NDT methods. In fact, the CFM has appeared the most 

effective from the point of view of information, instrumentation and simplicity of practical 

implementation. This is quite sufficient to make fatigue control an habitual reality in the TD. 

At least, it supplements the TD with the fatigue information absent till now. But especially 

noticeable improvement of technical and economic efficiency of TD is achieved by using in it 

CFM as something determining the expediency of application of all other NDT methods and 

expertise from diagnostic kit. Following the results of a synoptic CFM-examination, they are 

usually applied only there and then, where and when it is required by the state of the metal 

refined by this method. Not the secret that it is done till now intuitively or blindly, or 

according to formal timetables chart and prescriptions, i.e. far of optimum. 

Due to such CFM survey there are revealed the concentration zones and their 

boundaries are identified, most "weak links" are determined by comparison, current safety 

and residual service life are identified. On set of all zones-concentrators there is plotted 

integral picture of a fatigue state and mechanical stability of the complete OUC with a set of 

the numerical values characterising its current state, speed of exhaustion of a resource. 

Plotting of such integrated picture yet obtained only on the basis of implementation of 

approaches NDFT by means of the CFM. It is absolutely new page of the TD, especially in 

application to large-size objects under control, such as a leg of a high-power wind-turbine or 

of blast furnace, a bridge truss or a vessel hull etc. 

The coercive force has shown high practical, and especially information efficiency in 

estimating a level of accumulating the alterations due to fatigue, including a damage of metal 

during operation. In advancement of metal from an initial state of delivery to the beginning of 

fatigue failure the magnitude Hc of coercive force increases by hundreds percent (!) from 

some initial Hc0 value to the appropriate limiting Hc
B
 value. The earlier mentioned the 

boundaries of a metal condition, figuratively named as "good – bad", in the CFM have 

obtained quantitative physical interpretation, as Hc0 and a Hc
B
. These values were found as a 

kind of new physical constants denoting the boundaries of working capacity area for each 

grade of metal or its modification. This remarkable property allows on current values of a 

coercive force of metal of a Hccurrent, being between a Hc0 and a Hc
B
, precisely enough to 



appraise the valid resource spent based on distancing of Hccurrent from initial boundary state 

of Hc0. And also effectively to perform a forecasting of residual service life based on the 

degree and speed of approaching Hccurrent to a boundary limiting value-constant of Hc
B
, i.e. on 

a real current physical state of metal. In the course of generalisation of practice of diagnostic 

coercive force measurements there were created the easy to work, self-contained, portable 

coercimeters-structurescopes of a KRM-Ts series with the attachable converter, the actually 

not requiring cleanings of metal and not sensitive to roughness and curvature of a surface, 

working directly through a protective coating layer in the order of 6 mm and more. Thus 

measurements can be performed on metal with temperature in range from any natural negative 

to hot surfaces under hundreds degrees. Moreover, having a properly prepared tool it is 

possible to work in water. 

Current value of Hccurrent coercive force can be conditionally presented as a sum of 

several basic components. This is initial value, Hc0, depending on the chemical and phase 

composition and structural state of the metal. And two components depending, accordingly, 

from magnitude of internal stresses, Hcstress, and from level of an accumulated irreversible 

microdamage of metal (or, in a broader sense – degrees of alteration) in the course of its 

degradation according to a fatigue type, Hcfatigue, 

 

[Hc0 ≤ Hccurrent = (Hc0 + Hcstress + Hcfatigue) ≤ Hc
B
]……………………….(1) 

 

Equation (1) is essentially a range of definition of the values of the coercive force for 

this brand of metal, [Hc0, Hc
B
]. Fig. 1 shows the changes in the components Hccurrent over 

lifetime. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Fatigue degradation of metal during service life 

in the coercive force metering representation 

 

The options I, II, III of graphs on the Fig. 1 plainly show how changes in the rate of 

fatigue accumulation in the metal affects the service life. 

This chart is based on the assumption of a linear character of Hc growth as fatigue 

accumulate during service life. This is the most common variant. Recurrent coercimetric 

control allows to clarify the nature of dependence of Hc (T), Fig. 2b. Then the residual service 

life is predicted more accurately. 



 
 

Fig. 2a 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2b 

 

 

Fig. 2. The coercive force shows influence of set of operational factors 

on metal degradation 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3а Fig. 3b 

 

 
 

Fig. 3c 



 
 

Fig. 3d 

 

Fig. 3. Coercimetric control of a fatigue state and a resource of the housing and welded 

connections of the technological column in petrochemical production process. 

 

Fig. 3 shows fragments of the CFM-examination for a technological column of 

petrochemical production. This is a pressure vessel with a height of about 60 m, diameter of 

10÷15 m, surface temperature up to +200°; the shell is made of low-carbon steel plates 

20÷30 mm thick, worked for 25 years. Survey is conducted to assess the possibility of 

extending the resource after completion of its rated service life. The examination was carried 

out on energized equipment. The vertical diagram shows a dependences on height of average 

and maximum values of the coercive force magnitude taken in a circular horizontal cross-

sections of the housing. These cross-sections correspond to the circumferential welded joints 

of the housing. The fatigue state of such huge facility is displayed in terms of coercimetry and 

looks accurately, realistically, obviously, and, not only is qualitatively, but also quantitatively. 

In its minimum values, in the central part of the column height, metal remained in the original 

state Hc0. In other areas above and below the fatigue degradation reached a level of 50–60 % 

for this grade of metal. On an example of the circular diagram showing one of circumferential 

welded joints of the column housing with upper and lower zones of thermic impact of a 

welded seam. The most inclined to developing of cracks are zones of coincidence of the 

maximum values of Hc in opposite adjoining zones on both sides of the seam. Holistic fatigue 

condition of the evolvent of column housing shell is shown in colour and combined with 

numerical values, characterizing the integrated state of the column. On a colour sheet-by-

sheet coercimetric evolvent of the shell it is visible where the state of metal is "bad" and how 

close is it to a beginning of destruction. Following the results of coercimetric control, metal of 

the shell of column housing is quite capable to ensure its working capacity for eight-year term 

while maintaining the same operating mode. 



Fig. 3a, b, c, d. 

With several diagrams it is difficult to show all novelty and pithiness of the performed 

CFM-examination. Nevertheless, it is obvious that an integral mechanical state of such large-

size metal structure cannot be today displayed by any other NDT-method Here, apparently, in 

order to emphasize those or other peculiarities of a state of the monitored structure or part 

thereof, three types of image are used to represent results of coercimetry. Two among them – 

are graphic (linear and circular charts). The third one – is colour image (or may be black-and-

white with a set of transitional shades of gray). Each of the options in its own good. Below in 

Fig. 4, fatigue state of two same-type facilities has proved to be most distinguishable when it 

was displayed as graphs of distribution for Hc measurements on the monitored surface. It 

shows the results for two monitored water-separating membranes of the water conduits at a 

Hydro Power Plant (HPP). One among them is new, another one – have a service life of 12 

years. The new membrane was installed instead of old one destroyed in emergency 

conditions. CFM-examination was carried out to assess the probability of such a destruction 

of the remaining membrane. The diameters of water conduits at the HPP is about 20 m. 

Overall dimensions of the monitored membranes made of medium-carbon alloyed steel, 

80 mm thick, are commensurate with this. The Hc-distribution charts for old and new 

membranes are well different. In a more detailed analysis, they strongly suggest that the cause 

of the destruction of the replaced membrane was not a metal fatigue but imperfection of 

design in conjunction with operational factors not considered in the Terms of Reference. This 

conclusion became obvious only after performing the CFM-examination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4a. Hydro Power Plant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4b. Partial image of the water conduit 

with separation membrane 



 
Fig. 4c. Sketch of separation membrane in the coercimetric mapping 

 

 
 

Fig. 4d. Comparative fatigue state of the new membrane and of another one, after 12 years 

of service, in the context of distribution of the coercive force values 

 

Fig. 4. Coercimetric monitoring of the current status and resource of elements of water 

conduits at HPP 

 

It is useful to notice in conclusion that the CFM-estimation of current and future 

working capacity can be made at any service life stage of the monitored facility. Monitoring 

from the very beginning of operation is not mandatory. If necessary, the monitoring can be 

carried out not by hand but with use of mobile robot-platform, capable of moving along the 



vertical and ceiling constructions. On such a platform it is possible to effectively combine, 

except coercimetric device, also our contactless electromagnetoacoustic (EMA) thickness 

gauge for the joint measurement of Hc and residual metal thickness. The processes of fatigue 

or corrosion / deformation thinning are physically closely related and mutually aggravate one 

another. Such a two-parametrical estimation allows to more timely reject a really "poor" 

metal, or reasonably prolong the work of corrosion-thinned, but mechanically quite workable 

structure. A compact version of the autonomous coercimetric sensor allows to perform a 

continuous monitoring of loading degree for the integral structure in zones-concentrators, to 

collect their information using a wireless communication and analyse it. It offers an 

opportunity to control a structure's loading or just to clarify its real working mode, i.e. to 

manage resource, and not to passively watch him. 

It is important to note also that, in the course of practical establishment of CFM-

examination of fatigue, in order to ensure its metrological consistency, there was also solved a 

task of creating the standard samples of metal. 

More precisely, the coercimetric mapping of fatigue is unconditionally effective for the 

modes of operation, which are typical for low-cycle and also static fatigue. The multicyclic 

fatigue, through the prism of the CFM, is appraised so evidently only at the final stage, when 

the surface degradation of metal starts to get deep into, and all its previous phases are 

classified by this method by a bit different criteria and methods of control, which requires a 

separate discussion. 

3. Simplicity of analytical (1) and graphic (Fig. 1) representations of the origin and 

development of metal fatigue during the service life in the coercimetric mapping is an 

important practical advantage for users, especially taking into account such a tendency of 

modernity as progressing narrowness of outlook, combined with the reduction in the overall 

skill level of staff. At the same time, physical depth of these representations is objectively 

infinite with the consideration that basic manifestations are well appreciable and easily 

measured; they are checked up by practical diagnostics of many types of facilities within 

several decades. And by a large number of bench tests of many samples of structural steel 

grades of wide and special purpose. These two aspects of holistic coercimetric interpretation 

of the process of metal degradation related to its fatigue – are only the initial, but effective 

and well-adjusted step in the establishment of fatigue control at wide practical level, as 

integral, and in the future – as a dominant component of technical diagnostics. The modern 

technical diagnostics and non-destructive testing, for the moment, instead of declared 

estimation of working capacity of metal itself, in fact, are assessing the level of influence of 

the individual operational factors. Whereas the current state of metal depends on the totality 

of all aggravating impacts of operational factors. Among all set of the parameters and 

methods to monitor a metal state, the coercive force, by its physical essence, seems today the 

most generalising integral characteristic of a cumulative degree of metal alteration at 

microlevel, see Fig. 2а. Each atom of monitored metal by its magnetic moment reacts to a set 

of operational impacts, forming thereby a resulting magnitude of coercive force. Because of 

this multiparameter sensitivity the diagnostic capabilities of this characteristic are 

substantially wider than simple fatigue monitoring, as it is seen from the point of view of 

classical mechanical interpretation of metal fatigue. Therefore, further increasing demand of 

coercimetry is objective, as its information potential contributes to the development of 

understanding of the current operational state of the metal. 


